Inert Functional IED and Wireless Triggering Device Interface

Explotrain IFIEDs provide state of the art IED simulation capabilities

- Inert simulated explosives
- Real world components
- Real world sensors
- Real world performance
- Accurate threat replication
Real world devices and triggers are used with X-CAP Transmitters and inert simulated explosives. Appearances are virtually indistinguishable from the real thing, both visually and with X-ray. The electronic performance mimics real world devices in timing and sensitivity.

The accurate functionality and authentic construction of these IED Training Aids provides a significant improvement over traditional inert devices, and provide the best training tools available.

**Specifications**

- Real world components and construction
- Absolute realistic simulation
- Exactly duplicates devices, tactics, and triggers of emerging IED threats
- Completely inert
- Controls one or more X-0 or XP simulators
- X-CAP™ transmitter replaces real world device initiator